Magnetic resonance imaging guidance for laser photothermal therapy
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Abstract. Temperature distribution is a crucial factor in determining the outcome of laser phototherapy in cancer treatment. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is an ideal method for 3-D noninvasive temperature measurement. A 7.1-T MRI was used to determine laser-induced high thermal gradient temperature distribution of target tissue with high spatial resolution. Using a proton density phase shift method, thermal mapping is validated for in vivo thermal measurement with light-absorbing enhancement dye. Tissue-simulating phantom gels, biological tissues, and tumor-bearing animals were used in the experiments. An 805-nm laser was used to irradiate the samples, with laser power in the range of 1 to 3 W. A clear temperature distribution matrix within the target and surrounding tissue was obtained with a specially developed processing algorithm. The temperature mapping showed that the selective laser photothermal effect could result in temperature elevation in a range of 10 to 45°C. The temperature resolution of the measurement was about 0.37°C with 0.4-mm spatial resolution. The results of this study provide in vivo thermal information and future reference for optimizing laser dosage and dye concentration in cancer treatment. © 2008 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.2960020]
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1 Introduction

Photothermal interaction has been widely used in immunological stimulation and treatment of tumors, thermosensitive microcarries, and heart arrhythmias. In vivo temperature distribution mapping has clinical significance since the body temperature is closely related to physiological functions, noninvasive temperature monitoring during hyperthermia, nonincision surgery using ultrasound, and laser immunotherapy are critical and highly desirable for confirming the target region as well as determining treatment parameters. Specifically, real-time in vivo thermometry during photothermal treatment can improve the treatment effect by monitoring and optimizing the heat distribution generated by laser irradiation.

Thermal distribution induced by laser radiation is determined by both laser and tissue parameters. Selective photothermal interaction, using dye enhancement, can destroy tumor cells directly by raising target tissue temperature above the damage threshold using laser radiation. It could also
be used as an adjuvant to immunotherapy by exposing tumor antigens when combined with active immunological stimulation. Due to unknown differences in thermal conductivity, diffusion, and physiological cooling effects, the hyperthermic efficiency is hard to determine. The optimum outcome of the laser photothermal interaction is to kill as many target tumor cells as possible, while preserving tumor proteins for recognition of the host immune system. In order to achieve such effects while avoiding undesirable thermal damage to surrounding healthy tissue, the rise in temperature in target regions needs to be tightly controlled. The treatment effect has a close relationship with the thermal distribution inside the target tumor and surrounding tissue.

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is ideal for noninvasive, real-time, 3-D temperature mapping and target visualization. Unlike many other thermal measurement modalities, MRI can determine temperature distribution in tissue without disturbing treatment procedures. There are several MRI measurement methods for thermology with high spatial resolution and fast data acquisition. In the PRF method, temperature dependence comes from weak local magnetic field shielding caused by the moving electron clouds around the proton. When temperature increases, the screening effect of bounded electrons increases, resulting in a lower local magnetic field and consequently a negative shift of water PRF. A simple calibration curve is not needed because each tissue contains water molecules. The PRF method has been shown to be the most accurate method in the case of low motion state. There are several reports on PRF using materials such as optical tissue-like phantoms and tissue in vitro. Optical tissue-simulating phantom gels such as agarose gels have been used in the thermal MRI measurement. For the live animal model, this method has the challenge of decreasing the movement error because of phase subtraction. Respiratory gating is needed with anesthetized animals.

In this study, the PRF method was used for the 3-D temperature mapping under laser irradiation using a 7-T small animal MR scanner. The high magnetic field can lead to high sensitivity and fine resolution, which are crucial in point-like thermal distribution during laser irradiation. The temperature distributions were measured using in vivo and ex vivo tissues, phantom gels, and live animals. A phantom gel with tissue-like optical properties has not been previously used for such applications. The temperature increase of various samples was measured by MRI and calibrated by thermocouples and fiber temperature sensor systems. The influence of external magnetic field fluctuation and system noise was investigated. The current study could lead to better understanding of the relationship between the tissue parameters and laser parameters in photothermal therapy. It may also provide a fundamental framework for understanding the immunological responses induced by phototherapy, since temperature has been related to the activation and enhancement of immune responses.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Physical Basis

The PRF method was first investigated by Hindman in his study of hydrogen bond formation between water molecules. The magnetic field experienced by a proton within tissue, \( B_{\text{local}} \), has the following relationship with the main external magnetic field, \( B_0 \), which has the same unit of tesla:

\[
B_{\text{local}} = [1 + \sigma(T)]B_0, \tag{1}
\]

where \( \sigma(T) \), the chemical shift, is the screening factor and is unitless.

When temperature increases, the screening factor decreases, causing decrease of \( B_{\text{local}} \).

Using the assumption of linear temperature dependence of \( \sigma(T) \), this can lead to:

\[
\Delta \sigma(T) = \alpha \Delta T, \tag{2}
\]

where \( \alpha \) is the temperature-dependent water proton chemical shift in ppm/°C and \( \Delta T \) is the temperature change in Celsius.

With a certain phase image as a reference, one can acquire the temperature changes between two acquisition intervals:

\[
\Delta \varphi = T E \gamma \Delta B_{\text{local}} = T E \gamma B_0 \alpha \Delta T, \tag{3}
\]

where \( \gamma \) is the gyromagnetic ratio of hydrogen (\( \gamma = 2 \pi \times 42.57 \text{ MHz/T} \)), and \( TE \) is the echo time of the gradient echo pulse sequence with a unit of sec. Within physiological temperature ranges, \( \alpha \) can be considered a constant. Therefore, the temperature change is proportional to the phase change of the image at each corresponding pixel.

2.2 Experiment Setup

All experiments were carried out on a 7.1-T Bruker 730 USR 30-cm horizontal-bore small animal MR imaging system, controlled by ParaVision 3.0.2 software (Bruker BioSpin MRI GmbH, Germany).

An 805-nm laser was used in our experiments, and the delivery system is shown in Fig. 1. The laser power was delivered through a 7-m microlens fiber (Pioneer Optics, Windsor Locks, Connecticut) to the sample. The fiber contains a 400-μm core, with an output spot of 57-mm-diam at 100 mm with a half-angle divergence of 15.9 deg. A series of tests were performed using phantom gel, chicken tissue, and rat tumors. The laser power was chosen in a range of 1.0 to 3.0 W, according to the treated samples. The phantom gel was irradiated with a laser power density of 1.27 W/cm² (beam diameter of 1.0 cm and laser power of 1.0 W). The chicken breast was irradiated with laser with a power density of 1.17 W/cm² (beam diameter of 1.8 cm and laser power of 3 W), and tumor-bearing rats were treated with a power density of 2.55 W/cm² (beam diameter of 1.0 cm and laser power of 2.0 W). The laser irradiation duration was 10 min.

A chemical shift based on water proton density resonance frequency was used for temperature mapping. The typical MRI parameters used in our experiments were: \( TE = 10 \text{ ms} \) and \( TR = 158 \text{ ms} \). The field of view (FOV) was 5.5 cm × 5.5 cm, with a slice thickness of 2.0 mm. The MRI temperature mapping image dimensions for the phantom gels
were 128 × 128 pixels, while the rat thermal distribution image dimensions were 256 × 256 pixels. The typical flip angle was 30 deg.

### 2.3 Sample Preparation

The tissue-simulating phantom gel consisted of gelatin and Liposyn (76% water, 20% Liposyn, and 4% gelatin). The gelatin gel was put in a cylinder container with a diameter of 5 cm and a height of 2.0 to 2.5 cm. One 0.5-cm-radius phantom gel sphere with 0.25% Indocyanine Green (ICG) (Akorn, Inc., Buffalo Grove, Illinois) was embedded in the gel 2 mm beneath the surface to simulate an absorption-enhanced tumor with a higher light absorption coefficient compared with that of the surrounding phantom gel.

Uncooked chicken breast tissue without bone was used. The chicken skin was removed. ICC solution (0.25%, 1 ml) was injected 30 min before MRI measurement.

The metastatic breast tumor strain DMBA-4 in female Wistar Furth rats was used in MRI measurement. A total of 10⁵ viable tumor cells were injected subcutaneously on the back of the animal. The treatment took place when the primary tumor reached a size of 0.2 to 0.5 cm³. Before treatment, the animal hair overlying the tumor was removed. Animals were anesthetized using a CDS 2000 portable anesthesia machine with flowmeter (SurgiVet, V700000MRI) with 2 to 2.5% Isoflurane at 2 to 2.5 L/min oxygen. Animals were constantly monitored using visual signs of respiration. ICG was injected 30 min before treatment. The animal protocol for this study was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the Oklahoma Medical Research Foundation (OMRF).

### 2.4 MRI Phase Mapping Signal Processing

The MRI data was obtained using a fast low-angle shot (FLASH) MRI sequence. The real and imaginary data were collected and reconstructed from raw MRI data by MR image processing. The gradient echo MRI data were acquired during the experiments. The real and imaginary MRI data were used to extract the phase information using the arctangent of the ratio of the imaginary and real parts of the MRI data. The algorithm was implemented by Mathmatica. The phase differences were calculated by subtracting the reference phase image pixel by pixel from all of the subsequent phase images acquired during the experiments. The magnitude signal of a certain image was used as a filter with a certain threshold set in the algorithm to eliminate the noise points outside the gel region. The temperature change was obtained from the phase information. The MRI parameters such as TE, TR, and flip-angle were optimized to have a high signal-to-noise ratio, a low phase image noise, and short data acquisition time. The temperature information was exported to a Microsoft Excel file for pixel-to-pixel analyses and comparison. For each experiment, the laser treatment duration was 10 min. A 5-min background MRI measurement was taken before the laser irradiation, and a 15-min MRI measurement was taken after the laser irradiation for the thermal relaxation of the treated samples.

The phase information corresponding to the temperature changes was related to the reference point and the proton resonance shift coefficient. Normally, the phase information of the first image was used as a reference image. The temperature dependence of the water proton resonance frequency was about 0.01 ppm/°C, which was nearly independent of the tissue composition.

### 2.5 System Evaluation

In order to determine the system factor, a series of calibration tests was performed using different materials. The gels and chicken tissue were placed in a refrigerator with a thermometer to record the initial temperature. The samples were taken out of the refrigerator and placed in the bore of the magnet with a storage temperature of 5°C at the beginning of the MRI measurement. The sample temperature increased under laser radiation with the room temperature maintained at 22°C. The same procedure was repeated and the temperature measured using thermocouples. The two sets of data were compared with the same initial conditions to obtain the coefficient of thermal dependence for the water proton chemical shift.

The main system error of PRF measurement was contributed primarily by B₀ drift, vibrations, and rat breathing. According to Eq. (3), fluctuation on the order of 10⁻⁸ of the external magnetic field of B₀ would correspond to 1°C temperature change. Respiratory gating was used to eliminate any
motion artifacts caused by breathing. Temporal resolution experiments were performed to evaluate the $B_0$ drift, as well as any other contributions from system error. This involved allowing a phantom gel to thermally equilibrate at room temperature for at least 2 h before placing it into the bore of the magnet, with all other parameters fixed for the duration of the 30-min measurement. The random phase change observed was assumed to be the result of magnetic drifting, system vibration, and MRI system error.

3 Results

The temperature of each pixel in the thermal image maps was represented using a color-coded lookup table scheme.

Figure 2 shows the images of the real and imaginary parts of the data of a phantom gel after data reconstruction. In each graph, the laser beam was delivered to the center of the bottom surface of the sample. The phase mappings at 2.78 min and 12.66 min after laser irradiation, corresponding to temperature increases, are shown in Fig. 3. The area of the absorption-enhanced sphere with 0.25% ICG shows higher temperature increases.

The temporal profile of temperature distribution in a phantom gel is shown in Fig. 4. The sample was irradiated by the laser from the bottom. The ICG–enhanced area was near the bottom of the gel in this figure. The laser power was 1.0 W, with imaging dimensions of $128 \times 128$ pixels. The first image [Fig. 4(a)] was obtained 4.5 min after data collection (0.5 min before laser radiation). Figures 4(b)–4(k) show the
temperature distributions in the samples measured from 7.8 min to 27.8 min after MRI data collection began, with a 3.3-min increment. The maximum temperature elevation was around 40 to 43°C in the center of the dye absorption-enhanced area, as shown in Fig. 4(e).

The temperature evolution of the chicken tissue is shown in Fig. 5. The laser power was 3.0 W, with imaging dimensions of 128 × 128. The power density was 1.17 W/cm² with a beam diameter of 1.8 cm. The sample was irradiated from the bottom. The first distribution (a) was acquired 4.5 min after the start of the MRI data collection (before laser irradiation). (b) to (j) Temperature distributions acquired from 7.5 min to 31.5 min, with a 3.3-min increment, after the start of the MRI data collection. The laser began 5 min after the start of the MRI data collection, with a 10-min duration.

The initial temperature measurements were recorded, and calibration measurements were performed to determine the proton resonance shift coefficient and the system calibration factor. A series of calibrations using the natural temperature
elevation from nonequilibrium points (+2°C) to room temperature (+22°C) were performed using MRI thermal mapping. Figures 6 and 7 show the calibration using the phantom gel and chicken tissue with a natural temperature elevation from 2°C to 17°C. A thermocouple measurement was performed under the same conditions to obtain the temperature distribution at pixel position [60, 60] near the center of the sample for comparison with that of the MRI data. It was demonstrated that the MRI data were in good agreement with the thermocouple data after a system constant fitting. The temperature-dependent water proton chemical shift coefficient of the gelatin phantom gel was determined to be 0.0096 ppm. For the chicken data, the temperature-dependent water proton chemical shift coefficient was determined to be 0.0105 ppm, a 5% difference from the phantom gel measurement.12

For the resolution and stability evaluation, the temperature change was measured under the constant conditions described earlier. A phantom gel was stored at room temperature for at least 2 h prior to being placed into the bore of the magnet. With the sample at thermal equilibrium and all other environmental conditions remained the same, the temperature fluctuations were recorded over a period of 30 min. The acquired 45 phase images during this time provided a measure of MRI field drift as observed in the signal phase changes. From our measurements, the maximum temperature change was about 0.37°C, and the temperature standard deviation was 0.10°C (Fig. 8). If we assumed that all parameters were kept constant except for the fluctuation of \( B_0 \), the maximum drift of \( B_0 \) would be equal to \( 2.6 \times 10^{-6} \) T. The corresponding temperature uncertainty was 0.37°C. This can be defined as the system resolution, since a temperature fluctuation less than 0.37°C will not be identified.

Rats were treated by the laser with a 2.55 W/cm² power density and a spot size of 1.0 cm diam. For each rat, except for the control rat, ICG solution (0.2 ml, 0.25%) was injected into the center of the tumor 20 min before laser treatment. The images obtained in the rats are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. The image at the 10-min point (at the end of the laser irradiation) had higher temperature elevation. This corresponds to a temperature of around 70 to 77°C (temperature elevation of 35 to 42°C). The maximum temperature increase was about 42°C at the top portion of the ICG-enhanced tumor (Figs. 9 and 10).
4 Discussion

The purpose of our research is to find an in vivo temperature mapping for selective laser photothermal treatment. With accurate thermal information, we can find the correlation between the temperature and the immunological response for the tumor treatment. In the future, by using proper thermal dosage and duration, we can control the temperature elevation within tissue to optimize the selective photothermal cancer treatment.

Three-dimensional in vivo and ex vivo temperature distribution with high spatial resolution was obtained using MRI measurements based on the chemical shift of the water proton density resonance frequency (PRF). The PRF method is based on a simple gradient echo sequence (FLASH sequence) and has high signal-to-noise ratio and spatial resolution. It has advantages over other methods such as diffusion coefficient, which has low resolution along with high sensitivity to motion. The spatial resolution is in the range of 0.2 to 0.4 mm, with a slice thickness of 2.0 mm within the sample. Under normal laser thermotherapy conditions, the laser energy is delivered by optical fiber near the skin or incision. The temperature elevation is point-like, with a temperature difference of about 2 to 4 deg with spatial separation of 1 mm near the maximum temperature point. The fine spatial resolution is crucial for analyzing thermal effect and biological response under laser-tissue interaction. With the advances and accumulation of knowledge of tissue parameters, it is possible to obtain real-time, in vivo 3-D temperature profiles.

Motion-related error, random external field drift, phase-image noise, vibration, and varying temperature coefficients for different tissue components remain as potential sources of error. The magnetic field drift can cause phase change errors, which can reflect fictitious changes in temperature. Compared with other MRI thermometry methods such as the molecular diffusion coefficient of water, the PRF method has high resolution but is sensitive to the drift of the external magnetic field. A simple computation shows that a $7 \times 10^{-8}$ change in the magnetic field can result in a temperature measurement error on the order of 1.00°C. From our system evaluation, the total system error including magnetic field drift together with all other assumed possible system error yielded a temperature uncertainty of 0.100°C and a maximum fluctuation of 0.37°C. To this end, it is sufficient to assume a 0.40°C maximum system uncertainty as the system resolution.

Based on our system calibration, it was determined that the temperature-dependent water proton chemical shift coefficient was $1.05 \times 10^{-2}$ ppm compared with the reported $1.0 \times 10^{-2}$ ppm. There is a possibility that the temperature monitored using a fiber sensor or thermocouple was not at the exact position measured using MRI. The disagreement of the PRF thermal coefficient was also reported by other researchers and may relate to the variations in the magnetic susceptibility of blood. In our research, this indicates that the temperature coefficient can have a variance of about 5% between different tissues and gel samples. This may contribute to an absolute temperature error of approximately 1.5 to 2.0°C for temperature elevations in the range of 30 to 400°C. Such accuracy should be adequate for tissue temperature mapping to guide tumor treatment.

Tissue displacement has always been the problem for correctly identifying temperature elevation using phase mapping during laser thermometry. Normally, respiratory gating can be used to eliminate most of the displacement error. The structure changes and deformation of target tissue can be caused by thermal coagulation during the pulsed laser ablation. We did not observe apparent displacement error except in the case of live animals without respiratory gating.

The spatial resolution of the chemical shift of the proton density method (0.2 mm) makes it superior to other methods. Laser thermology requires high spatial resolution and fast data acquisition time because the thermal distribution changes rapidly with sharp thermal gradient within the tissue. In our experiments, each scan lasted about 45 s. The fast low-angle gradient echo sequences make fine temporal resolution possible. It should be pointed out that the spatial resolution is closely related with the total sampling time, which sets limits to the temporal resolution. We can obtain higher spatial resolution (for example, 256×256 pixels) with less slice division or by sacrificing temporal resolution.

The highest temperature elevation was reached near the surface under direct laser radiation. This temperature was higher than the normal tumor destruction temperature in the directly radiated surface area. Since not all the tumor area reached the maximum temperature, we hypothesize that not all tumor cells were destroyed. However, when laser irradiation was used in combination with immunological stimulation, such as the use of immunoadjuvant, a certain level of tumor cell destruction, although not complete destruction, may be sufficient to induce an immune response. Previous studies strongly indicate the feasibility of a systemic effect by such combinations. Studies using MRI for tissue temperature determination could provide understanding and guidance to optimize the laser-induced, adjuvant-enhanced host immunity against residual local tumors and metastases at the distant sites.

ICG has been widely used for thermal enhancement in laser-induced heating. In a recent study done by Yaseen et al., ICG is encapsulated with dextran polymer to avoid its...
molecular instability and to increase biocompatibility and functionality. This shows a promising methodology for laser-induced therapy, especially in rapid circulation and molecular instability situations. In our research, which mainly focuses on the laser-induced immunological response for tumor treatment, direct tumor injection has the advantage of simplicity and a long ICG tissue retention time. Both studies show similar temperature elevation measured by thermocouple or MRI in the phantom gel under.

In summary, we demonstrated that the PRF method was an effective method for tissue temperature determination during noninvasive laser photothermal irradiation. Future experiments will focus on the selection of laser parameters and suitable dosages to achieve optimum immunological effects using laser immunotherapy under the guidance of magnetic resonance imaging.
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